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WELCOME BACK 

It has been wonderful to welcome back our students this week. Their excitement to be back at school has been 

a delight to watch! I’m pleased to report that this return has been very smooth indeed, as our wonderful teach-

ers focus heavily on supporting student wellbeing during this current transition period. We ask that all parents 

and carers now engage with the detailed plans below for the coming week or so:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We require all parents to wait patiently after school while the classroom teacher brings the students out to the 

gates. This process will assist us maintaining our 1.5 metres distance and remaining  COVID SAFE. Teachers are 

still getting to know the parents so please inform the teacher who you are, and who you wish to collect. 

 

Collecting Siblings- Where children are collecting their younger siblings (for example your year 4 child collecting 

their younger brother in year 2) they will collect them and exit from the older siblings gate (year 4-exit Ambrose 

 

http://www.dallasps.vic.edu.au


NEW ENROLMENTS 

New enrolments welcome Foundation to Year 6 - Enrolments for 2022 are now being accepted.  Please see 

office staff for details of enrolment. Alternatively click here to access an enrolment form 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• Tuesday 2nd November —Melbourne Cup Day Public Holiday—The school is closed. 

Friday 17th December —Last day of Term 4  

Getting vaccinated is the best way to be protected from and prevent the spread of COVID-19. To book a vac-
cination appointment go to coronavirus.vic.gov.au. 
Disability Liaison Officers (DLOs) can help people with a disability access health services, including vaccina-

tions. Contact a DLO by either: 

• completing this online form Request for Disability Liaison Officer support 

• emailing DLOcoordinator@dhhs.vic.gov.au. 

https://www.dallasps.vic.edu.au/wp-content/uploads/2021/09/Student_Enrolment_Form_2022.doc
http://www.coronavirus.vic.gov.au
https://aus01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Furldefense.proofpoint.com%2Fv2%2Furl%3Fu%3Dhttps-3A__forms.office.com_pages_responsepage.aspx-3Fid-3DH2DgwKwPnESciKEExOufKHqFVz-2DZINNMsVpe1OhQHXRUNjMwOFJCQkE0TlZIVFBYQVVWWVhXVlJGSy4u%26d%3DDwM
mailto:DLOcoordinator@dhhs.vic.gov.au


  
 

Wominjeka, Welcome!  
 

Term 4 has well and truly started, although most children are still restricted to home learning and take-
home activity bags. Some of the children from Red Group have enjoyed sharing what they have made 
with their peers during our zoom sessions. Hamnah shared her boat made from recycled household 
items and she confirmed that it floats! Chloe also shared her designed and constructed boat and ex-
plained how it works. Sadil showed and talked about her colourful crazy head band she made, and Ra-
yan showed everyone her detailed and sparkly butterfly and musical shaker. Thank you to the children 
who shared their creations.  
 
From Friday the 22nd of October the children who have fully vaccinated parents can return to onsite 
kinder sessions.  Please let your child’s teacher know if your child is eligible and will be attending kinder.   
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
This term we welcome Dylan (DJ) to the Red Group. Dylan has been eligible to return to onsite learning 
and has been busy exploring the play spaces, particularly he has enjoyed playing outside with water and 
sand. Saarim is happy to have another friend to play with too!  

 
 





  



 

Our foundation students have been eagerly awaiting their return to school. With one week left of 
remote learning the students did a fantastic job learning to read high frequency words and put 
them in to a sentence. The students have been listening to the sounds in the words and recording 
what they could hear. When students returned back to the classroom we could certainly feel the joy 
and happiness of the children. It has been a busy week of getting right back to it and doing our 
reading groups and writing. It was a warm feeling being back and doing what we love.    

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In numeracy the students have been learning how to use a Y chart to help solve subtraction ques-
tions. The students have been learning how to find the numbers from a number story to then work 
out the number sentence and draw a picture to match. When the students returned to onsite learn-
ing we used lots of concrete materials and had lots of hands on fun when learning about maths. It 
was fantastic to see how much information the students learnt and retained throughout remote 
learning.  

  

 

 

In inquiry we have been learning about seasons. The students have learnt that there are four differ-
ent seasons, summer, autumn, winter and spring. At home the students learnt about Autumn, they 
learnt the type of weather occurs in Autumn and the months it happens in. The students had fun 
creating a ‘leaf man’ to represent the autumn leaves. Back in the classroom we continued on look-
ing at the next season which is winter. Each morning the students started off with some arts and 
craft and have had lots of fun learning about winter.      

 

 

LITERACY 

NUMERACY 

INQUIRY 



 

In reading, we have continued to explore vocabulary related to our unit: ‘A Healthy Community’. We read the 

popular storybooks: “Piranhas Don’t Eat Bananas” and “The Very Hungry Caterpillar” and identified the char-

acter’s feelings throughout the book. In writing, the students enjoyed writing their own procedural text about 

making toast.        

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We have continued to use concrete materials to solve worded problems related to sharing. Students have 

developed their understanding of words such as equal, each, groups and share. The grade ones have been 

using analogue clocks to tell the time to the hour and half hour. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We have explored the different parts of the food pyramid. Students have been able to draw the pyramid and 

discuss the food choices in each section. They particularly enjoyed making their own plates of healthy food. 

 

LITERACY 

NUMERACY 

INQUIRY 



 

 

In reading the Year Two students have been exploring prefixes and suffixes. We have been developing our 
knowledge of prefixes and recognising what a root word is. Students are learning to compare familiar texts, 
identifying similarities and differences in characters, setting and events.  

 

In writing the Year Two students are continuing to build on their knowledge of the features and structure of 
procedural texts. Students are learning to use verbs to describe the steps in their procedural text. 

 

 

 

In maths the Year Two students have been solving addition and subtraction problems with missing numbers. 
Students have been interpreting simple maps of familiar locations. We have been receiving and giving direc-
tions to navigate to and from a location.  

 

 

 

In inquiry the Year Two students are continuing to build on their knowledge of our big question, ‘How do our 
choices effect our health?’. Students have continued to explore how food, exercise and sleep impacts our 
health. 

 

LITERACY 

NUMERACY 

INQUIRY 



 

In literacy, students have been working on making inferences using a range of pictures and texts linked to our 

inquiry unit. This strategy focused on combining the text clues and our background knowledge to make an 

inference. Students were supported to use sentence starters to respond to questions. In writing, we have 

completed our procedural unit where we worked on using verbs, adverbs and adverbial phrases to describe 

the steps involved. We have now began to link this knowledge to scientific reports by completing a range of 

experiments linked to solids, liquids and gasses. 

 
 

In numeracy, grade 4 students have been developing their understanding of decimals. As this is a new con-

cept, we have spent time naming, recording, making and ordering decimals to solve worded problems. Some 

of these strategies included, using a place value chart, number lines and using MAB. 

In grade 3, students are developing their knowledge of efficient 3-digit addition and subtraction strategies. 

Problems have been presented to students through a variety of worded problems. 

Students have also started a focus on volume. They have spent time exploring interactive websites to create a 

formula to efficiently work out the volume of 3D shapes.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

In inquiry, students have launched our Term 4 inquiry unit looking at states of matter – Solids, liquids and gas-

ses. Students have been learning about the states of matter through our reading sessions and conducted our 

first science experiment this week. Over the next couple of weeks, students will continue to take part in fur-

ther experiments to develop our knowledge and test our thinking.  

LITERACY 

NUMERACY 

INQUIRY 



 

In reading, the 5/6’s have been focusing on ‘analysing text’ in particular that of being able to understand how 

authors catergorise information in a text and how they use appropriate headings and sub-headings to present 

their information. 

In writing, the grade 5/6 students are beginning a new writing genre of ‘system explanation’ text and will be 

composing, drafting, editing and presenting a piece on, “How do the 3 pillars of sustainability (people, profit 

and planet) work together?” 

 

 

In mathematics, the grade 5/6 students have been working on Division and solving multi-step problems. 

Many of the students have made immense gains in the understanding of division and also improved their 

skills of using different strategies and plans they can put in place to solve problems.  

 

 

In grade 5/6 we are beginning to learn about the Triple bottom Line of sustainability. The students have been 

tuning in with many videos, articles and books about how business run and how they need to think about 

People, Profit and the Planet when operating their business. We are also learning to understand the roles of 

producers, consumers and the difference between goods and services. 

LITERACY 

NUMERACY 

INQUIRY 



 TERM 4  WEEK  2 TERM 4  WEEK  3 

FOUNDATION A: Jad Syed 

FOUNDATION B: Ayah Fatima 

FOUNDATION C: Beril Sara 

GRADE 1A: Hussain Omer 

GRADE 1B: Yussef Amir 

GRADE 1C: Aneesa Rashid 

GRADE 2A: Serhat  Moawiya 

GRADE 2B: Jafar  Janna 

GRADE 2C: Mohamad  Halil 

GRADE 2D: Lexi  Zayn 

GRADE 3A: Mawadah Musa 

GRADE 3B: Aleron Aaliyah 

GRADE 4A: Maria Merheb 

GRADE 4B: Arkan Gulsum 

GRADE 4C: Harun Anaya 

GRADE 56A: Ashal Isa 

GRADE 56B: Merve Malak 

GRADE 56C: Noura Mausham 

GRADE 56D: Jad Mahmoud 



 

 

For further information, please contact Hub Coordinator Fatima Ghazzaoui. 

We have moved all current programs online until further notice. Please call or text 0419475047 if you 

would like to join any of the programs via Zoom.  Our priority is to keep the community safe - we will 

resume all on-site activities as soon as it is safe to do so.  

Conversational English Class: 

Free English Classes will run online every Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday. We have beginner and 

advanced classes.  Please call Fatima on 0419475047. 

 Online Playgroup: 

Playgroup will commence online from week 3. Everyone is welcome to join. Message 0419475047 for 

link.  

Reclink: 

Reclink have provided zoom sessions for various activities such as Zumba, Dance fit, Pilates and Bolly-
wood dancing. The sessions run every day via zoom link.  

Please message Fatima 0419475047. 

Food Hampers: 

We have been providing food hampers for families in need. Please call or text Fatima if you need a 

food hamper.  

  







  

  





  

  





  

  


